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In: Characters, Women, Main Characters, 3rd Year Share Review Gallery Synopsis Relationships Reiji Furuhasi (Father)† Of Sidzuru Furuhasi (Mother) Ichinose AcademyFuruhashi Residence Fumino Furuhasi (古橋⽂乃, Furuhashi Fumino?) is one of the main characters of the series We Never Learn. Third-year student and genius in art and literature.
Despite her mediocre math skills, Fumino wants a degree in astronomy to find a certain star, which she believes is the reincarnation of her late mother. Her father is a professor of mathematics at the university. Fumino has had a strained relationship with her father since her mother died ten years ago. However, with the support of Nariyuki Yugi, they will
finally be able to reconcile. She often acts as a confidant of Nariyuki whenever he encounters the girl's problems. The look of Fumino is a tall and slender girl with a silky blue waist-length hair (dark blue in comic, bright blue in the anime) who bangs swept to the right with a white bandage inside it. She also has brown eyes and her beauty is undeniable as she
is named as one of the most beautiful girls in the Ichinose Academy. Her hairstyles change in some cases, sometimes tied as a tail (one or a twin) or a chignon. She wears a blue sweater at school. Fumino's personality is a silent girl who rarely talks to classmates, except for very few close friends. Nariyuki Yuiga was the only male friend when she recognized
him as a teacher. Sometimes she falls asleep in the classrooms that Nariyuki is seen in question 1, and then warns Mafu Kiris in question 56. Because of the pain caused by Reiji Furuhasi (Fumino's father) as a child, she developed a fear of aggressive men. This is seen in the early chapters, and the only exception is Nariyuki. She is heavily influenced by
Shizuru Furuhashi (Fumino's mother) and she is determined to achieve astronomy at university. She gets excited when Naryuki talks about the zodiacs. She is emotional and very sensitive to feelings and does not want to hurt Riza Ogate and Uruka Takemoto, despite having positive feelings for Nariyuki. Sometimes she acts as Nariyuki's love adviser. She
does not want to participate in the cool drama, as she is always assigned to portray the heroine, say Sleeping Beauty in question 64. The story of Fumino is one of the main heroines of the female sex, which is a genius in the field of literature and art, but panics about the slightest mathematical questions. The only daughter of college mathematics professors,
Fumino seeks to emulate Shizuru Furuhashi (Fumino's late mother). Since her mother died many years ago, Reji Furuhashi (Fumino's father) has shown gross negligence towards her. The only way Fumino can think about communicating with him is to leave notes on the table and hopes that he finds them, Nariyuki Yuiga draws attention to the fact that he
cares more about his program than with the help of his daughter. Her father also dissuades her, saying she doesn't have success in the scientific field. Because she is very emotional and in an incident that destroyed her relationship, her father once punched her in the face, comparing himself to his brilliant mother. The etymology name Fumino means
suggestion (⽂) (fumi) and from (乃) (no). The surname Fumino Furuhasi means old (古) (furu) and bridge (橋) (hashi). The quotes Trivia Fumino has a sign of beauty under the left eye, which also symbolizes luck in a love life. Fumino is left-handed. Fumino realizes his breasts. Fumino loves sweet foods that sometimes spend a lot on desserts and sweets.
Fumino also likes spicy food. If Fumino sleeps during class or in bed, she always has a nanny while she sleeps. Fumino is known as the Sleeping Beauty of the Literary Forest. Fumino calls Nariyuki Yuiga Yuiga-kun in the early chapters and her then Nariyuki-kun in the last chapters. Fumino sometimes uses too much language when she's nervous. Fumino
manages to read the story of Rashomon word for word while sleeping, scaring Savako Sekijou in the process. Fumino remembers almost all the zodiacs. Fumino is very poorly prepared, and poor in housework. The Fumino family is quite rich compared to the other main characters. Fumino is admired by her classmates, members of the secret fan club Club
Thorns. The leader is Kashima, and Inomori and Chono are the main members. The twin tail is one of the most common hairstyles, but it is omitted and replaced with straight hair in the anime series and the tail is stored in the anime series. Fumino is aware of his weight. Fumino's birthday is not revealed in the manga, only the mention of her birthday in
October, and her zodiac sign Libra. Taishi Tsutsui announced her birthday on Twitter. Notes to link No. 1.0 1.1 Announced in twitter Taishi Tsutsui, 2020-8-23. Characters of female protagonists of the 3rd year of community content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. For Eric Davidson's 2010 non-fiction book, see We'll Never Know:
Gunk Punk Undergut, 1988-2001. Japanese Manga and its adaptation We'll Never Know The First Volume We Never Learn, featuring Fumino Furuhashi, Riza Ogata, and Uruka Takemotoぼくたちは勉強ができない (Bocutachi wa Benkio ga Dekinai)GenreHarem, romantic comedy, Jump ComicsMagazMaineWeekly Schoenaren JumpEngEng 2017 -
presentVolumes19 (List of Volumes) Light novelWritten HamuBane Illustrated by Taishi Tsutsu published byShueishaImprintJUMP J-BooksDemographicMaleOriginal runApril 4 , 2019 - December 9, 2019Volumes2 Anime TV seriesAm will never know : BOKUBENPsim poYoshiaki Iwasaki Written by Gyo zappaMusic Masato NakayamaStiodio SilverArvo
AnimationLics of ANA Aniplex AmericaRixOrligal NetworkTokyo MX, GTV, GYT, BS11, AT-X, MBS, TVAOriginal run April 7, 2019 - December 29, 2019Episodes26 No 2 OVA Episodes) Anime and manga portal We never learn (Japanese: ぼくたちは勉強ができない, Hepburn: Bokuachi Wa Benkio ga Dekinai, literally We can not learn), also known as
Bokuben (ぼく勉), is a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Taishi Tsutsui. The series follows the story of Nariyuki Yuiga, a high school student tasked with tutoring three female geniuses as they begin to gradually develop romantic feelings for him. He began serialing in the weekly magazine Shonen Jamb in February 2017, with its separate
chapters collected and published by Shueisha in 19 volumes of the tank from October 2020. The anime adaptation of Studio Silver and Arvo Animation aired from April to June 2019, and the second season aired from October to December of the same year. The manga also spawned two light new spin-offs released in 2019. Viz Media has licensed the
manga in North America and serialized it in its digital weekly magazine Shonen Jump and is releasing the manga in print from 2018. Shueisha began publishing the series simultaneously in English on the site and in the Manga Plus app in January 2019. The anime series is licensed by the American company Aniplex. The Nariyuki Yuiga site is a high school
student attending Ichinose Academy, who, in order to secure a university scholarship, must teach three geniuses of women of different subjects: Fumino Furuhashi is a genius in literature, but got into mathematics; Riza Ogata is a genius in mathematics, but terrible in literature; and Uruka Takemoto is a genius in the sports field, but terrible in all other
subjects. Since girls work with Nariyuki to achieve their academic goals, they also need to deal with their growing feelings for it. As the plot progresses, the other two girls are focused on: Mafuyu Kirisu, their teacher, who, despite her professionalism, is a slob at home and Asumi Kominami, r'nin, who has the look of a middle schooler despite her age. Towards
the end of the story, at the Ichinose School Festival, there are rumors that couples who dance together by the fire are destined to become a couple. During this event, Nariyuki meets one of the girls, but her identity is hidden after the first release of the chapter. The story has five separate endings with Nariyuki ending up with one in five girls. While their
endings change, the focused girl is the one Nariyuki encountered by the fire. The characters of Nariyuki Yuga (唯我 成幸, Yuiga Nariyuki) are voiced: Ryota Asaka, third-year student and protagonist. In order to provide for his poor family, Nariyuki seeks to obtain a special VIP nomination of his school, a scholarship that waives all future university tuition fees.
He gets the nomination, but is given the difficult task of getting three classmates into his universities of choice. His focus on learning was inspired by his late father, who died shortly after he entered junior school. While the book is clever, extremely oblivious to the romantic interest of other girls to develop for for the duration of the series. Fumino Furuhashi (古
橋 ⽂乃, Furuhashi Fumino) Voiced by Haruka Shiraishi, third-year student and genius in art and literature. Fumino is fascinated by stars and wants to get a degree in astronomy, despite his mediocre mathematical skills. Ironically, her father is a professor of mathematics at the university. Fumino and her father have had a strained relationship since the death
of her mother ten years ago. However, with the support of Nariyuki, they were finally able to reconcile. She often finds herself in both between Nariyuk and other girls regarding romance tips. Eventually she falls in love with him herself, but tries to suppress her feelings for the sake of her friends. In her graduation, she is the one who falls in the way of the
college entrance exams, not Nariyuki. Using a broken leg as a means to get closer to it, she and Nariyuki struggle to confess their mutual feelings to each other, but they end up doing so and becoming a couple. Riza Ogata (緒⽅ 理珠, Ogata Riza) Voiced by Mia Tomita, third-year student and genius in mathematics and science. Riza finds difficulties in
understanding the emotions that inspired her decision to pursue a degree in psychology to overcome her own weakness. She is also passionate about board and card games, an interest fueled by gifts she received from her late grandmother. She has never won a single game, blaming her endless losses on her inability to read people. Her family runs a Udon
store, which she sometimes helps to work. In their finale, she and Nariyuki help their friend Sawako Sekizh to reconcile with their estranged parents, after which they become a couple. Uruka Takemoto (武元 うるか, Takemoto Uruka) Voiced: Sayumi Suzushiro, third-year student and prodigy. Uruka dreams of becoming an Olympic athlete and aspires to
receive a sports scholarship. However, due to her poor academics, she is under the care of Nariyuki to help improve her English skills and become a more comprehensive student. She was in love with Nariyuki from high school, and became friends with him after helping him cope with his father's death. However, she constantly struggles to confess her
feelings for him. Later in the series, she receives a scholarship opportunity from an Australian university and becomes a famous swimmer. In her ending reveals that it was she who helped Nariyuk emotionally recover from the loss of his father. She confesses her feelings to Nariyuki before leaving for Australia. A few years later she returns, now a world
champion swimmer, and Nariyuki makes her an offer, which she accepts. Mafuyu Kirisu (桐須 真冬, Kirisu Mafuyu) Voiced: Lynn Teacher at the Academy Ichinose, and Riza and the first teacher Fumino. Her views on education are very strong and believes it is a waste of the ability not to go down the path that uses her natural talents. She was later in my
heart when you see help their students progress and apologize to them for their selfishness. She was previously an aspiring figure skater who retired from the sport after being inspired to pursue a career in teaching by Nariyuk's father. While Mafuyu comes as cold and silent, she cares deeply about her students and wants them to succeed. Despite her
professional demeanor while at work, she is a complete sloppiness at home. Asumi ⼩美浪 あすみ (G.M., Kominam Asumi) Voiced by Madoka Asahina, a graduate of the Ichinos Academy and a student of Ranina. Asumi is often mistaken for a high school student because of her small stature. She is keen to enroll in a national medical university, despite her
lacklustre grades in science, in order to support her father's medical clinic. She first meets Naryuki while craming to school, and likes to tease him flirtatiously, to his embarrassment. To pay her to cram school lessons and the entrance exam fee to medical school, she works in a maid cafe called High Stage. In her finale, which takes place a few years later,
Asumi is on her way to becoming a doctor and makes her stay on a small, remote island with her parents controlling it. Nariyuki, it turns out, has a job on the same island as the teacher, and is her neighbor next door. After a series of events involving Nariyuk and his students, the situation changes for the worse, when Naryuki seriously injures himself, saving
two children during a powerful storm. Requiring surgery, Asumi is forced to operate on him, as her father can not perform a difficult task. The incident strengthens her feelings for Nariyuki and after his full recovery, he proposes to her. Accepting his offer, they decide one day to start a family. Media Manga: List of We Never Learn, written and illustrated by
Taishi Tsutsui, We Never Learn was published in the 10th issue of Shueisha's Shonen Jump on February 6, 2017. Viz Media announced its manga license for an English release in North America in April 2017, which serializes it digitally in their weekly magazine Shonen Jump. On March 30, 2018, Viz Media announced the manga's release in the same year.
Shueisha began publishing the series simultaneously in English on the website and in the Manga Plus app in January 2019. The light novel A Light Novel called Bokutachi wa Benkyo ga Dekinai hi Nichijo no 例題集 (ぼくたちは勉強ができない ⾮⽇常) 例題集), written by Hamubane and illustrated by Tsutsui, was published on April 4, 2019 by Shueisha under
their imprint JUMP j-BOOKS. A second light novel, titled Bokutachi wa Benky' ga Dekinai: Mitaiken no Jikanwari with the same writer and artist as the previous one, was released on December 4, 2019. Anime Watch also: The list of episodes of the anime adaptation of the anime series We Never Learn was announced in the 39th issue of Weekly Sh'nen
Jump on August 27, 2018. Anime series directed Iwasaki and written by Gyo Zappa, co-animation studio Silver and Arvo Animation Animation character design by Masakatsu Sasaki. Masato Nakayama composes music. The series aired from April 7 to June 30, 2019 on Tokyo MX, GTV, GYT, BS11, AT-X, MBS and TV Aichi. The opening theme is The
Seyshun Workshop (セシュゼミナ) and the theme of the ending: Never give up!!; both are performed by Haruka Shiraishi, Miyu Tomita and Sayumi Suzushiro under the name Study. Aniplex of America licensed the series for distribution under the name We Never Learn: BOKUBEN, and aired on Crunchyroll, Hulu and FunimationNow. AnimeLab aired the
series in the region and was broadcast in Australia and New York. After the finale of the series was announced the second season, the premiere took place on October 6, 2019. The second theme of the opening is Can Now, Can Now, performed by Study, and ending with the theme is Hyukago no Freedom (放課後リバティ), performed by Hulk. Season 2 has
13 episodes. The OVA episode was combined with the 14th volume of the manga, which was released on November 1, 2019. Another episode of OVA was combined with the 16th volume of the manga, which was released on April 3, 2020. In May 2018, the manga reached 1 million volumes sold. In February 2019, sales reached 2 million volumes sold,
including digital sales. Notes and titles premiere April 6, 2019 at 24:30, from April 7, 2019. The second season premiered on October 5, 2019 at 24:30, 6 October 2019. Links : Spring 2019 Anime Preview Guide - We'll Never Know: BOKUBEN. Anime news network. Archive from the original for 2019-05-04. Received 2019-05-12. Loveridge, Linzie (August 30,
2018). Watch We Never Know Taishi Tsutsui Celebrate TV Anime Ad. Anime news network. Archive from the original on August 31, 2018. Received august 31, 2018. Criticism vol.5 We will never know. manga-news.com (in French). December 12, 2019. Archive from the original on May 24, 2020. Received on May 24, 2020. - b c d e We never learn anime
shows by the main actors. Anime news network. November 24, 2018. Archive from the original dated November 25, 2018. Received on November 24, 2018. b c 'We Never Learn' TV Anime shows a new promo video, more actors, April premiere. Anime news network. December 22, 2018. Archive from the original dated December 22, 2018. Received on
December 22, 2018. Shonen Jump Magazine to launch 6 New Kuroko Basketball Series, Beelzebub, more authors. Anime news network. Archive from the original on June 30, 2018. Received on July 11, 2018. Karen Ressler (April 17, 2017). Viz's Shonen Jump adds a robot to the × we never learn manga. Anime news network. Archive from the original on
April 2, 2019. Received April 4, 2019. Viz Dragon Ball Licenses in Yamcha Spinoff, Ao Haru Ride, Radiant Manga, Read more. Archive from the original for 2018-04-13. Received 2018-05-16. ぼくたちは勉強ができない ⾮⽇常 (in 例題集 language). Shueisha. Archive from the original dated April 3, 2019. Received April 4, Pineda, Rafael Antonio (November
6, 2019). We'll never know Manga gets a second novel on December 4. Anime news network. Received on November 10, 2019. Pineda, Rafael Antonio (August 26, 2018). Taishi Tsutsui's 'We Never Learn' Manga gets TV anime. Anime news network. Received on March 13, 2020. Taishi Tsutsui 'We Never Learn' Manga gets TV anime. Anime news network.
August 26, 2018. Archive from the original dated August 26, 2018. Received on August 26, 2018. 'We Never Learn' Anime premieres on April 6. Anime news network. February 24, 2019. Archive from the original dated February 25, 2019. Received on February 24, 2019. MOVIE TVアニメ「ぼくたちは勉強ができない」公式 Kト (Japanese). Aniplex. March
25, 2019. Archive from the original dated March 27, 2019. Received on March 25, 2019. U.S. Aniplex (@aniplexUSA April 2, 2019). Adapted from the hit romantic comedy serialized in Weekly Shonen Jump, We Never Learn starts streaming April 6, 2019 on Hulu, Crunchyroll, and FunimationNow! For more information, visit the bokuben-anime.com web!
(Tweet) - via Twitter. Jennifer Sherman (April 2, 2019). Aniplex America License we will never know: BOKUBEN, Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba anime. Anime news network. Archive from the original dated April 3, 2019. Received April 4, 2019. We never learn: BOKUBEN. AnimeLab. Archive from the original on April 14, 2019. Received On April 5, 2019.
We'll Never Know: BOKUBEN Anime gets a second season in October. Anime news network. June 29, 2019. Archive from the original june 29, 2019. Received on June 29, 2019. We'll Never Know: BOKUBEN Anime Season 2 promo video shows the October 5 premiere. Anime news network. August 21, 2019. Archive from the original on August 21, 2019.
Received on August 21, 2019. Halca performs the ending theme for We'll Never Know: BOKUBEN Anime Season 2. Anime news network. September 7, 2019. Archive from the original on September 9, 2019. Received on September 7, 2019. We'll never know: BOKUBEN 2nd season anime have 13 episodes. Anime news network. October 6, 2019. Archive
from the original on October 6, 2019. Received on October 6, 2019. We never learn getting anime video complete with the 14th volume of the manga. Anime news network. May 12, 2019. Archive from the original may 12, 2019. Received on May 12, 2019. We'll never know: BOKUBEN gets a second anime video complete with the 16th volume of the manga.
Anime news network. October 6, 2019. Archive from the original on October 6, 2019. Received on October 6, 2019. Hodgkins, Kristalin. Roundup newly identified printed graphs for the manga, Light Novel Series (March - May 2018). Anime news network. Archive from the original on May 7, 2018. Received on May 6, 2019. Sherman, Ressler, Hodgkins, J., K.,
C. Roundup newly identified printed graphs for manga, Light Novel Series - February 2019 (Updated). Anime news network. Archive from the original March 3, 2019 Received May 6, 2019.CS1 maint: a few names: a list of authors (link) External links that we will never know in Go Anime official website (in Japanese) Official English anime site We will never
know (manga) in the encyclopedia Anime News Network extracted from we never learn fumino ending. we never learn fumino route. we never learn fumino and nariyuki. we never learn fumino furuhashi. we never learn fumino meme. we never learn fumino mom. we never learn fumino wallpaper. we never learn fumino x yuiga
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